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Trader Manual
NatureForex.com

Welcome to the exciting world of FX/CFD trading!
This manual will explain how to trade FX/CFD with NatureForex platform. For any
further questions, please feel free to contact us.
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I. Account Opening

To trade FX/CFD with NatureForex, our customer first needs to go through the account opening
process.
To open a live FX/CFD account with NatureForex, follow the registration form at:
https://www.NatureForex.com/en/account/liveaccount

After the customer registration has been successful, the customer will be sent the FX/CFD
account login details by emails. The FX/CFD account login details can be found also inside the
customer‟s My Page, which can be accessed at
https://www.NatureForex.com/ams/login?service=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.NatureForex.com%2
Fmypage%2Fj_spring_cas_security_check

Customers can open a FX/CFD account in USD, GBP and JPY. Once the account is opened,
the account trading currency will be fixed for the customer and cannot be changed.
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II. Accessing NatureForex FX/CFD Trading Account

To access your NatureForex trading account, you can log in from MT4 Platform

MT4 Platform is the cutting-edge online trading platform designed to provide brokerage services
to customers in Forex. NatureForex MT4 has taken the MetaTrader MT4 platform and
introduced its liquidity to create a user-friendly front-end trading interface with interbank liquidity
and fast execution.

The NatureForex MT4 Terminal is a perfectly equipped trader‟s workplace that allows trading in
the financial markets (Forex, Commodities and Indices). It provides the necessary tools and
resources to analyze price dynamics of financial instruments, make the trade transactions,
create and use automated trading programs (Expert Advisors). It represents the all-in-one
concept and is derived from the most popular trading terminal in the world.

The NatureForex MT4 Terminal offers a number of impressive analytical tools:

There are nine timeframes available for each financial instrument that provides detailed analysis
of quote dynamics. More than 50 built-in indicators and tools help simplify the analysis, enabling
to determine trends, define various shapes, determine entry and exit points, etc. Besides, one
object can be applied over another one, which comes in very useful in various trading systems.
If you would like to know more about the developers of MetaTrader4 please visit the
MetaQuotes website:
http://www.metaquotes.net/en/metatrader4
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With this brief manual we aim to help you with your very first steps in using the platform and to
make trading as easy as possible for you.
If you have any further questions with regard to MetaTrader4 or our trading conditions or need
help in general please do not hesitate to contact us:
Email: support@natureforex.com

1. First Deposit

In order to be able to start trading FX/CFD with NatureForex, the customer needs to make an
initial deposit with a minimum amount of 10 USD.
Customers can make deposits using the various deposit options available on NatureForex
including Credit and Debit Cards, Neteller or using a bank wire transfer.
Deposit can be made from inside the customer‟s My Page, just by following the "Deposit”
section in “Money Transaction” Tab.
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2. How do I install MetaTrader 4 by NatureForex?
Please download MT4 Platform here
https://www.natureforex.com/html/en/flatforms/mt4.html
You will then directly install MT4 in on your computer
Execute the setup file “mt4setup.exe” and follow the installation instructions on your screen.
Once the installation is complete you can access MetaTrader4 via a shortcut on your computer.

3. How do I open my demo account?
You can open a demo account with two ways as follows:
Option 1: When you register an account with us, please tick option: Demo account as follows:

After successful registration, please follow the instruction in the activation email, then you will
receive the full information to log in your demo account, with title: “You have successfully
opened your Demo FX Trading account.”
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Option 2: You can open a demo account in MyPage

After clicking in Open demo account, please click Register:

The, your screen will be appeared as follows. Please use all the information in the email sent to
you to log in a demo account.
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4. How do I log in to my account again later?
Open MetaTrader 4. Click on [File] – [Login]. In the login window you will be asked to enter your
login details: account number, password and server. The server selection depends on the
account type.
 For a demo account select “NatureForex-Demo”
 For a standard account select “NatureForex-Server”

To make logging into your account easier select the option “save account information”.
Therefore, you will not need to enter your password every time you want to log in, if you select
this option.

You can check whether you are successfully logged in by checking the connection status in the
right bottom corner of the platform.

5. How can I open an instrument and a chart window?
Working with Charts
When working with charts in MetaTrader 4, you should see them displayed upon launching the
platform. If your charts happen to disappear, you can get them back by right clicking in the
market watch box and choosing "chart window." The axis on your charts display price to the
right (y) and time on the bottom (x). You have the option to view your charts in one of three
forms.
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Line Chart

Line charts display the chart as a broken line
connecting close prices of bars, i.e. the bid of the last
quote for this period. Traders often use this type of
chart when working with short time periods (up to 5
minutes).

To begin working with this chart press the accelerating keys of Alt+1 or click the button on the
"Charts" toolbar:

Bar Chart

Bar charts are displayed as a sequence of bars showing
opening prices (the external left-side line) at the same
time as closing prices (the external right-side line). A bar
chart also shows the highs (indicating the highest price
bid) and lows (indicating the lowest traded price). Traders
often use this type of chart when working with time
periods greater than 5 minutes.

To begin working with this chart press the accelerating
keys of Alt+1 or click the button on the "Charts" toolbar
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Candlesticks

Candlestick charts are display the same information as bar charts in another format. Traders
often use this type of chart when working with time daily periods.
The difference between bar charts and candlestick charts is
that the block in the middle represents the difference
between the opening and closing prices. Most often, when the block in the middle is solid, then
the currency closed lower than it opened.

To begin working with this chart press the accelerating keys of Alt+1 or click the button on the
"Charts" toolbar.

In order to create a new chart for any instrument right click on the "Market Watch" window, then
select the "Chart window" item from the context menu:
By left clicking the mouse you can drag and drop any selected currency pair or CFD into any
open chart window.

Chart period

Directly above your chart you can select your trading time frame
within the "Periodicity" toolbar. The options provided to you are
1 minute, 5 minutes, 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 4 hours, 1
day, 1 week or 1 month.
By right clicking on any currency chart, a context menu is
produced. Here you can access chart settings and specify your
trading time frame within the "Periodicity" option.

Choose Refresh if an error occurs or if there are "gaps" on the
chart.

Select Grid to show/hide gridlines on the chart;
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Select Volumes in order to show/hide tick volume (the number of quotes of any period time);
Zoom in / Zoom out helps to modify chart properties. You can also use the buttons on the
"Charts" toolbar.
Save as picture saves the chart in *.gif, or *.bmp.
format.
Properties (F8) opens the chart settings dialogue.
Select the "Color" tab to change the color of any
element on the chart:

Other settings can be changed in the Common tab:
Please note the following options:
Offline chart - the chart is not being
updated by new quotes. Once you
open the chart offline (File -> Open
offline) this option becomes automatic;
Chart shift - allows to shift the chart
from the right edge of the window. You
can also press the button on the
"Charts" toolbar.
Chart autoscroll - disables/enables chart auto scroll to the left once a new quote is received.
You can also press the button on the "Charts" toolbar
Look for the small window “Market Watch” in your MetaTrader.
 Right-click into the middle of the window and select “Show all” in the
menu. Now all available instruments will be displayed (you may have to
scroll up and down). For every contract you can see the bid and ask price.
 To display the chart, showing the bid of the instrument, right-click on the
instrument you wish to display the chart for and select “Chart window”.
 You can change the chart by selecting different options in the chart
taskbar e.g. select different time intervals.
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6. How do I place an order for a selected instrument?
 Right-click on the instrument you wish to place an order for in the “Market Watch” window
and select “New Order”. Or
 Open the order window with F9. Or
 Right-click into the chart of the instrument you wish to place an order for and select “Trading”
and then “New Order”.
 Now the order window will appear. It should look like this, depending on which type on
account you have or order type you selected.

7. Where can I see my current position and how can I close it?
 In “Trading” all currently open positions and active orders will be displayed. In “Account
History” all closed trades will be displayed. If you right-click into the window you will find the
option to display “All History” in order to extend the trades shown to every trade you have
placed before.
 If you double-click onto the ticket number of an open position or active order the order
window will reappear. You will then have the possibility to close the position or delete that order.
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8. How can I use “Stop Loss”, “Take Profit” and “Trailing Stop” functions?
Stop Loss: an exit point for an opened position where the price less profitable for the customer
than it was at the time of placing the order.
Take Profit: an exit point for an opened position where the is more profitable for the customer
than it was at the time of placing the order.

By setting Stop Loss and Take Profit, you can limit the amount of time you spend waiting for an
outocme. Orders will be executed automatically as soon as the price reaches order level (see
below). You can place Stop Loss and Take Profit at the time of making a deal by completing in
the "Stop Loss" and "Take Profit" fields in the "Order" window. If Stop Loss and Take Profit
levels are too close to the current price, the "Modify" button will be locked. It is necessary to shift
levels from the current price
and re-request for position
modifying. Values in teh fields
of "S/L" and "T/P" will be
changed

in

the

opened

position status bar in the
Terminal - Trade tab.

How to place Stop Loss and Take Profit orders in the Order window

Afterwards in order to modify Stop Loss and Take Profit levels use the context menu:

The context menu of the Trade tab of the Terminal window
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Right-click on the open position or on the
pending order in the "Trade" tab of the
"Terminal" window then select "Modify or
delete order".
The "Modify order" window enables:

The Modify Order window
Fill in the "Stop Loss" and "Take Profit" fields. Selecting the red button allows you to copy this
level into the "Stop Loss" field. Pressing the blue button allows you to copy this level in the
"Take profit" field. The value in the "Level" field defines the difference between the order level
and the current price. Once you fill in the "Stop Loss" and/or "Take profit" fields press the
"Modify #position number" button.

The limits for the minimum range between the order and the current price are defined in the
Contracts Specifications.
In order to delete "Stop Loss" or "Take Profit" orders, specify its level as equal to zero.
„Stop Loss‟ and "Take Profit" orders are executed in the following cases:
 The "Take Profit" order on an open Buy position is executed if the Bid price in the quotes flow
becomes equal or higher than the order level.
 The "Stop Loss" order on an open Buy position is executed if the Bid price in the quotes flow
becomes equal or lower than the order level.
 The "Take Profit" order on an open Sell position is executed if the Ask price in the quotes
flow becomes equal or lower than the order level.
 The "Stop Loss" order on an open Sell position is executed if the Ask price in the quotes flow
becomes equal or higher than the order level.
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The order will be executed if at least one quote in the quotes flow reaches the order level.
Please note, that in MetaTrader 4, charts are created using Bid prices. So:
 Minimum Ask price is equal to the minimum bar price (Low) plus spread.
 Maximum Ask price is equal to the maximum bar price (High) plus spread.
 Minimum Bid price is equal to the minimum bar price (Low).
 Maximum Bid price is equal to the maximum bar price (High).
Important: If, under abnormal market conditions, the order level falls within the price gap,
NatureForex has the right to execute the order at the Bid or Ask price (depending on order type)
of the first obtainable after the gap quote.

Trailing stop Trailing Stop
Stop Loss is intended for reduction of losses where the symbol price moves in an unprofitable
direction. If the position becomes profitable, can be manually shifted to a break-even level. To
automate this process, trailing stop was created. This tool is especially useful when price
changes strongly in the same direction or when it is impossible to watch the market
continuously.
Once a trailing stop has been placed (for example, if a trailing stop's value is 15 pips) the
following occurs:
 No Stop Loss order will be placed until the open position is in a profit of at least 15 pips. MT4
then sends an instruction to place the Stop Loss order 15 pips higher or lower than the current
price.
 Subsequently, each time the difference between the current price and the order level
exceeds 15 pips, MT4 sends the instruction to modify the Stop Loss order to a level 15 pips
higher or lower than the current price. As a result, the Stop Loss order becomes closer to the
current price.
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How to specifyTrailing Stop level

Note: It is very important to note that no Stop Loss order will be placed until the market moves
in your favor, as mentioned above. Therefore to limit losses, a separate Stop Loss would need
to be placed manually.
In order to place a trailing stop, highlight the open position in the „Trade‟ tab of the Terminal
window and right-click to open the context menu.

9. What is Pending Order?
A Pending Order is an instruction to open a position when the current price reaches the order
level.
 There are four types of Pending Orders:
 Buy Stop - an order to open a Buy position at a
price higher than the price at the moment of placing
the order.
 Sell Stop - an order to open a Sell position at a
price lower than the price at the moment of placing the
order.
 Buy Limit - an order to open a Buy position at a
lower price than the price at the moment of placing the
order.
 Sell Limit - an order to open a Sell position at a
price higher than the price at the moment of placing
the order.

Types of Pending Orders
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In order to place a Pending Order, open the "Order" window by any way described below:
 Right click on the "Market Watch"window or on the "Trade" tab of the "Terminal" window and
select New order from the context menu; or
 Press the F9 button; or
 Use the Tools -> New order menu sequence; or
 Right-click on the chart window and select Trading -> New order from the context menu; or
 Double-click on the currency pair in the "Market Watch" window.
Then choose the Pending Order item
from the drop down list:

How to place a Pending Order

The following options may also be changed in this window:


Symbol - currency pair or CFD



Volume - transaction size in lots



Stop Loss - Stop Loss order level which will be activated once the Pending Order has been
executed



Take Profit - Take Profit order level that will be activated once the Pending Order has been
executed



Comment - your comments for the Pending Order



Type - the type of Pending Order: Buy Stop, Buy Limit, Sell Stop, Sell Limit



At price - Pending Orderr level



Expiry - if the box has not been checked the order is valid up to the time when you cancel it or
when it is executed. If the box is checked the order is valid up to the moment specified in the
box
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Once the "Place order" button is pressed, the instruction is sent
directly to the NatureForex (US) Trading Desk. Once NatureForex
(US) confirms the order, it is shown in the „Trade‟ tab of the
„Terminal‟ window.

In order to modify or delete a Pending Order, highlight it in the
„Terminal‟ window, then right click to produce the context menu:

The context menu of the
Trade tab of the Terminal window
Select Modify or Delete order. Press the Modify button or the Delete button.

How to modify or delete a Pending Order

Execution of Pending Orders:
 A Buy Limit order is executed if the Ask price in the quotes flow becomes equal or lower than

the order level.
 A Sell Limit order is executed if the Bid price in the quotes flow becomes equal or higher than

the order level.
 A Buy Stop order is executed if the Ask price in the quotes flow becomes equal or higher

than the order level.
 A Sell Stop order is executed if the Bid price in the quotes flow becomes equal or lower than

the order level.
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III. My Page
NatureForex

customers

can

access

the

NatureForex

My

Page

at:

https://www.natureforex.com/home

Please use the login credentials sent to the customer by email after registration NatureForex
account.

In case you don‟t remember your password, you can retrieve it by submitting your email address
you used for account registration in the Forgot your Password tool available at:
https://www.natureforex.com/mypage/account/viewForgotPassword

In MyPage, The Home screen will be seen as the default.
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1. Home:
Account summary about balance, credit and total money are displayed. Your floating profit will
be updated automatically into “Balance” section.
Updated company‟s news also access here.

2. Account:
You will see the account information here.
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3. My profile
There are two sections in My Profile Tab.

View Profile
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Payment information: You can update your payment details including Bank‟s Account, Credit
Card and Neteller‟s account in this section.
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4. Money Transaction:
There are 4 sections in Money Transaction Tab.
 Deposit: You can make deposit directly into your trading account via Neteller, Credit cards,
For Bank transfer, you can make a deposit notification.
 Withdraw: You can make withdrawal request via Neteller, Credit cards, Web-money and
Bank wire.
 Transfer: You can transfer money from General Account to FX/CFD or BO account.
 History: All payments are displayed in this section.

5. IB management
There are 3 sections in IB (Introducing Broker) Management Tab.
IB information: Display the general information of IB‟s account.

IB customer: Display the list of all customers
Kickback History: Display all commission IB receives from customers.
Contact us section enables direct access to our Live Chat support as well as our Support
section, where the customer can find further options for contacting our support department.

If you are an IB contract, you can make a deposit/withdrawal for your customers. It will help you
to better serve your customers and manage your account. For more information about IB
contract, please contact us at support@NatureForex.com.
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6. Customer Support

NatureForex provides customers multiple ways to contact us:

Please visit the NatureForex Homepage at https://www.natureforex.com/home to view all of
our currently available contact details.
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